The first part of this paper is dedicated to an overview of the parser of the system VIE-LANG (Viennese Language Understanding System).
The parser is a production system which uses an interleaved method that combines syntax and semantics. It parses directly into the internal representation of the system, without producing an intermediate syntactic structure. The last part discusses the relationship between some special features of the German language, and properties of the parser that originate in the language.
GENERAL APPROACH
A sentence is parsed word per word, from left to right.
The parser is largely a data-driven production system.
Productions involve the use of syntactic and semantic information at all major stages of the process.
Noun phrases, for example, are recognized by an ATN which verifies the result of syntactic analysis semantically.
It returns semantically valid NPs only. The parser belongs to the class of semantic parsers as suggested by [I] , [4] , [7] . In most cases this informaton is sufficient for disambiguation.
The inflected form 'gehoert' is reduced to the two verbs 'hoeren' (to hear) and 'gehoeren' (to belong to). (This is my book.) (4) Hast du dieses Geraeusch gehoert?
(Did you hear that noise?)
In (3) the subject of the sentence has to be a 'POSSESSIBLE OBJECT', in (4) the object of has to be a subconcept of 'SOUND'. A violation of selectional restrictions, is a clear indicator that the wrong interpretation of the verb has been chosen.
Disconnected Constituents
Another characteristic feature of the German language is the verb second phenomenon.
In In some tenses a verbadjunct becomes separated from the verb and is put at the end of the clause. Verbadjuncts can specify the verb, but sometimes they change its sense completely (aufhoeren = to stop, hoeren = to hear). after having selected a wrong verb-sense, the parser has to destroy the existing semantic representation and replace it with the one indicated by the new verb.
The slots of the instantiation of the concept for the new verb have to be filled with the already existing structures instead of having to start the parse all over again.
